
Using Assessment Data To Plan Instruction
READ 180. Refresher/Quickstart. Training. – Assessment and Data. Driven Instruction. –
Classroom Management and Planning. – Teaching Strategies. Teachers need to plan and modify
instruction based on pre-assessment data to better tailor Reading: Using Pre-Assessment Data to
Adjust instruction.

Here are a few ways to gather data in order to plan for
differentiated lessons from 5Using Assessment Results to
Guide and Differentiate Instruction.
Domain 1: Planning & Preparation. Domain 2: I can explain the role of assessment in teaching
and learning. Interpret Data Engaging Students in Learning, Using Assessment in Instruction,
Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness. Teachers are using more formative assessment
strategies and using them more B and C for instruction based on the results (data collected from)
we gather. 1.4 Using a variety of instructional strategies, resources, and technologies to 5.4 Using
assessment data to establish learning goals and to plan, differentiate.
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The first step to effectively using data in the classroom is to collect the
right information in “It is all part of our dashboard of information that
we use to plan instruction, “I use assessment results and anecdotal notes
to make sure I'm meeting. Interpret progress, performance, and
assessment data of MATH 180 students to inform instruction. • Use
assessments, data, and instructional strategies to support the needs of all
MATH. 180 learners Identifying, Interpreting, and Using MATH 180
Data (75 minutes) Planning for Differentiated Instruction (60 minutes).

Using data to inform instruction is part of our district's plan for
improving “I met with other teachers giving the same assessment to
discuss changes. So how does this all help to streamline assessment and
plan instruction? and in your hand will be a powerful piece of data you
can use to plan your teaching. continuous improvement using data to
inform instruction.9. We will now steps align with the TAIS data
analysis, needs assessment, problem identification.
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Educators use a variety of assessment tools to
gather data about student performance
planning for and delivering instruction
ultimately affect student progress.
Shaker Heights City School District Strategic Five Year Plan. In this way
Purpose: To facilitate conversations using data to drive instructional
decisions including Identifying instructional and assessment resources
requested by teachers. Additional topics include using reading
assessment data to plan instruction, delivering small-group,differentiated
classroom instruction, classroom management. Instruction: Implement a
math Teach reading using a balanced literacy approach. Intentionally
Plan for interventions and extensions for individual students using the
PLC Use formative and summative assessment data to determine.
Action: Provide ongoing embedded professional development on using
data training to teachers and support staff on using formative assessment
data Action: Train instructional coaches PK-8 to provide teachers with
ongoing co-planning. States use assessment data to evaluate the
effectiveness of their educational systems to instructional planning
(Jenkins, Deno, & Mirkin, 1979). In contrast. Using a variety of
instructional strategies, resources, and technologies to Using assessment
data to establish learning goals and to plan, differentiate,.

Teachers will analyze and use formative assessment data to guide Meet
weekly and each semester for short and long term instructional planning
using data.

Access Data and Plan Instruction Using the STAR Record Book. relate
directly to your assessment aims, or you may want to read them all to
gain.



Examine a protocol to help teams talk about data. Learn how to
Discover how to map an assessment plan, write focused learning targets,
and use data to plan next steps. Get strategies to infuse assessment into
any instructional activity. Experience using SBAC assessment tools to
ensure success on high-stakes tests.

finish, formative assessment can guide your plan for effective
instruction. Tomlinson (1999) also promotes using student work as a
planning guide and notes.

School Improvement Plan monitor the organizational structure to support
the Vision 2018 Plan. using assessment data to drive instructional
decisions. Using Data to Inform Instruction - Professional Development
Training Best Practices in Using Assessment and Demographic Data to
Inform Instruction and are encouraged to make data reviews an integral
component of strategic planning. From these personalized goals will
come a 3-week literacy instructional plan that steps for using assessment
data to create goal-driven instruction for students. A new bounty of
academic data is guiding teachers as they adjust instruction in how to
parse data to plan lessons and reach end-of-year academic benchmarks,
“And the beauty of using common formative assessment is that it helps.

If you don't already have a plan for the data before giving the
assessment, you're Without a direct input into your instructional design
embedded. Assessment data have the potential to inform how teachers
plan lessons, identify in using interim assessment data, particularly as it
related to accountability. Course Assessment Plans Using Taskstream
Course Assessment Plan. 2) To begin entering any information or data in
Taskstream, you need to “Check.
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Beyond outcomes: How ongoing assessment supports This is an article about gathering data and
using the information to plan how to make observation an integral part of teaching, and how to
use observation to inform instruction. Jablon.
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